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BLUE
PERIOD
PANTONE selects a "dependable and stable"
Classic Blue as its 2020 Color of the Year
Written by Colin Dennis
Subtle yet strong and conjuring up images of the sky at dusk,
PANTONE calls its 2020 Color of the Year—19-4052 Classic
Blue—a relatable and dependable hue. "We are living in a time
that requires trust and faith. Imbued with deep resonance, Classic
Blue provides an anchoring foundation," said Leatrice Eiseman,
Executive Director of the Pantone Color Institute.
The Color of the Year has served as a guidepost for
professionals involved with fashion, home furnishings, and
industrial design for two decades. To make their annual
selection, color experts at the Pantone Color Institute consider
predominating socio-economic conditions along with studying
global trends in entertainment, design, travel, and technology.
Whereas Living Coral, PANTONE's 2019 color of the year,
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symbolized an innate need for optimism and playful pursuits,
Classic Blue emphasizes stability.
"The Pantone Color of the Year highlights the relationship
between trends in color and what is taking place in our global
culture at a moment in time, a color that reflects what individuals
feel they need that color can hope to answer," said Laurie Pressman,
Vice President of the Pantone Color Institute.
This year, PANTONE has reached outside the boundaries of its
iconic color swatch by collaborating with sensory experts in varied
fields to conceptualize Classic Blue as a sound, smell, taste, and feeling.
These unique partnerships have resulted in everything from a customblended tea to a collection of 200 audio samples. Choose from our
roundup of blue-hued pieces to help color your world on-trend. sl

Clockwise from top left opposite page: Rolex Oyster Perpetual Sky-Dweller (rolex.com). Georg Jensen Koppel Watch ($1,195; georgjensen.com). TOGO sofa from Ligne Roset ($6,225;
ligne-roset.com). Quincy bed in Deep Navy Blue from Ethan Allen (from $2,420; ethanallen.com). Clockwise from top left this page: Ligne Roset Païpaï loveseat (ligne-roset.com).
Original BTC MAY pendant ($595; us.originalbtc.com). Big Chill Classic Fridge in Classic Blue with brushed brass hardware ($4,995; bigchill.com). Jie Blue rug from Nanimarquina
(nanimarquina.com). Nice bathroom fixture from Fantini (fantiniusa.com). Skyline path light from Landscape Forms (landscapeforms.com). Alessi Piana folding fiberglass chair
($250; alessi.com). Magis Proust indoor/outdoor armchair ($1,449; magisdesign.com).
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